**PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES**

For partnership inquiries send an email to: sponsorships@wags2020.org

**SUPPORT YOUNG LEADERS TO ATTEND**

Want to support the youth? WAGS attracts young leaders who are making a difference in their communities and provides them with a platform to have more impact. The summit also works with organizations that have identified and cultivated young leaders in various sectors.

**SUPPORT COMMUNITY, NGO & GOVERNMENT LEADERS TO ATTEND**

Want to support champions who are making an impact in the field? This summit gives a voice to existing leaders who can empower others, advocate for issues, share their success stories and learn from others.

**CREATE A SESSION WITHIN THE SUMMIT PROGRAM**

Want to share important knowledge and information? With over 1500 delegates in attendance, this summit allows for robust panel discussions and workshops with strong participation from key constituencies interested in women and girls issues.

**SUPPORT SPEAKER ATTENDANCE**

Want to mobilize powerful voices? The summit assembles influential speakers from across the world and across Africa to engage, inspire, motivate and transform delegates through meaningful sessions and interactions.

**SUPPORT A SOCIAL NETWORKING EVENT AT THE SUMMIT**

Want to catalyze partnerships? The summit provides thoughtful networking sessions designed to inspire collaboration and mentorship within its community of talented and inspiring delegates.